
AIRTICKETING
Masero Tours also offers air and safari bookings, confirmation and ticketing for both outbound flights 
and inbound flights to Tanzania gateway airports. We as well book, confirm and ticket domestic flights 
to the famous destinations countrywide and even to Kenya and Rwanda;
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 SERENGETI NATIONAL PARK

Popular the Serengeti might be, but it remains so vast that you may be the only human audience when a
pride of lions masterminds a siege, focused unswervingly on its next meal. It has scheduled flight routes 
throughout the National park served with several notable airlines.

There are daily scheduled flights linking key tourist gateways to various destinations and popular 
locations in Tanzania, including the game parks and the islands of Zanzibar, Pemba and Mafia. Masero 
Tours has agreements with local air transportation companies, operating charter and scheduled flights, 
to guard against unnecessary price fluctuations. Most game parks and towns have air strips accessible by
smaller planes.



List of airlines of Tanzania

AIRLINE IATA ICAO OPERATOR
COMMENCED
OPERATIONS

Air Excel XLL TINGA-TINGA 1997

Air Tanzania TC ATC TANZANIA 1977

Air Zara International AZD 2008

As Salaam Air 2013

Auric Air UI AUK AURIC SERVICES 2008

Coastal Aviation CQ CSV COASTAL TRAVEL 1987

Fastjet Tanzania FN FTZ GREYBIRD 2012

Flightlink 2004

Precision Air PW PRF PRECISION AIR 1991

Regional Air 8N REG REGIONAL SERVICES 1997

Safari Plus 2009

Fly Safari Air Link Ltd 2008

Tanzania Government Flight Agency 2002

Tropical Air 1999

ZanAir B4 TAN ZANAIR 1992

Airport Service Tax
The Tanzanian Government has mandated an airport service tax for all passengers embarking on a flight 
from a Government airstrip; that is most tarmac airstrips in Tanzania, except a few privately owned ones
and bush airstrips in national parks and game reserves.
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Safety Fee
The Tanzanian Civil Aviation Authority (TCAA) has also been authorized by the Government to collect a 
safety fee which goes to cover the costs of air traffic control and managing the airspace.
Taxes in Coastal tickets
The payable amount of taxes is calculated and added to the cost of the ticket automatically every time a 
ticket is issued. That means that, should any amendment occur to a confirmed booking, the value of the 
taxes could change depending on factors beyond the control of Coastal.
Please note that taxes may also be subject to currency fluctuation.
Charged amounts
The applicable taxes currently sum up as follows:
Domestic flights
• USD 13 per person out of government airstrips
• USD 5 per person out of private and bush airstrips
International flights from Tanzania
• USD 57 per person

NB: All departure taxes are subject to change in every government financial year.
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